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Concept & Motivation

HiperLAM Project [i] is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA), with a strong 

emphasis upon demonstrating superior cost and speed performance in end-to-end 

processes featuring laser-based additive manufacturing in two key applications 

requiring high resolution printed conductive metallic lines: an RFID Antenna and a 

Fingerprint sensor fabricated on flexible substrates.
Fingerprint sensor 

RFID Antenna

In this work, highly viscous (>10,000 cP) Ag nanoparticle ink

dispersions* are first laser printed as linear patterns using Laser Induced

Forward Transfer and then laser sintered at high rep. rates (60-450 KHz),

to form highly conductive micro patterns. The effect of laser pulse width

within the range of 20-200 ns in high laser repetition rates has been

thoroughly investigated experimentally in order to define the optimal

processing parameters for the fabrication of highly conductive Ag patterns

with minimum feature size down to 10 μm on flexible substrates.

Conclusions - Highlights

 Efficient and uniform laser sintering has been 

accomplished for cm long laser printed linear 

microelectrodes at scanning speeds as high as 1m/s.

 Min ρ achieved < 6 x bulk Ag for 550mW laser power

 Agreement of theoretical and experimental data –

correlation of maximum predicted temperature with 

minimum measured resistance

 The longer the pulse width the wider the heat affected 

zone on the substrate

 For optimal process condition surface roughness is < 

50 nm, thickness < 1μm and structures sustain magic 

tape adhesion test 

Results & Characterization

Process development for laser printing Laser sintering process optimization

Laser sintering at high Rep. Rates was conducted to Laser printed linear micro patterns and electrical characterization 

using a 4-point probe IV station was carried out to validate the electrical performance of the laser sintered structures [ii]. 

SEM characterization reveals the morphology of the sintered areas. 

Simulation

A computational model for the simulation of the temperature distribution after the effect of short laser pulses was built using the

ANSYS Mechanical FEA [ii]. In particular, 3D heat transfer at the interface of an Ag ink layer and a PolyethyleneNaphthalate (PEN) or

Su8/Polyimide substrate has been investigated, in order to calculate the superficial and the in-depth temperature distributions after the

effect of a single or multiple laser pulsesBy varying laser parameters such as pulse energy, pulse width, and laser repetition rate one can

determine the optimal process conditions for achieving uniform sintering without significant damage on the PEN substrate.

Effect of Pulse Energy Effect of Pulse Width

Effect of substrate Effect of consecutive pulses with 90% overlap at 60 KHz

In depth profile of temperature

distribution at the end of each

pulse has been calculated for

pulse width 20, 60, 120, 160

and 200 ns for pulse energy 12

μJ. The superficial temperature

varies substantially for varying

pulse width. The heat affected

zone on PEN becomes

significant for 200 ns.

The in-depth profile of

temperature distribution

following incidence of a

20ns pulse has been

calculated for pulse

energy 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15

μJ. The heat affected

zone on PEN is very

restricted regardless of

the pulse energy.

PEN

The effect of 10 consecutive pulses on a Ag ink pattern with 90% 

overlap is simulated for 20ns pulse width and 60 kHz repetition rate 

with two different pulse energies: 9 & 12 μJ. From these graphs it is 

obvious that there is an accumulative effect after each pulse, which 

results in increased temperature. 

SU8/PI

Two different polymeric substrates are involved in this 

study: PEN and a stack of SU8 on Polyimide. On the 

left we see the effect of 5 different pulses in terms of 

pulse energy on the in-depth temperature profile of 

800nm Ag ink on PEN (left) and SU8 (right)

Image credit: http://www.flexenable.com/

Performance evaluation - Adhesion testing 

Resistivity vs power for sintering of laser 

printed linear patterns with 20 ns pulse width

SEM & AFM characterization

(a) SEM Top view high power. (b) Side view. 

(c) Top view optimal process. (d) AFM

Image credit: https://www.pragmatic.tech/

Printing & Sintering results

3D optical micrographs of laser printed and 

sintered patterns at varying power


